Welcome to the UCL Wiki

About
 Wikis provide a simple, intuitive way of creating group-authored webpages, such as Wikipedia-style repositories of knowledge. They are useful for collaborative projects and make it easy to share information. You can view changes made by different users or rollback to previous versions.

Support
 Email wiki-support@ucl.ac.uk
 Guide to the UCL Wiki
 New Wiki space request
 Confluence documentation
 Report a page

Maintenance

The Wiki should be considered having limited availability for a short period (<10 minutes) between 3.20 am and 4.00 am (UK time) every day, and at 4 am every 3rd Thursday of each month. Please avoid planning activities during these times.

For further information, please contact wiki-support@ucl.ac.uk.

Accessibility
 https://www.atlassian.com/accessibility